ACROSS
1. Lab-maze runners
5. Underneath
10. Seize suddenly
14. Canyon comeback
15. Rice— (“the San Francisco treat”) (Hyph.)
16. When tripled, “one thing led to another”
17. Acting like a know-it-all (2 wds.)
20. Awaits a decision
21. Old TV game systems
22. Powerful threesome
24. Cheerios, compared to Corn Flakes
27. People getting all the credit on campus? (2 wds.)
31. Young male, in hip-hop
32. Sahara and Gobi, for two
33. PBS or the Discovery Channel (Abbr.)
34. Village People song often acted out when sung (Abbr.)
36. Mediterranea—
37. Fitbit unit
38. Those with 21 merit badges (2 wds.)
43. “When in Rome, ___ the Romans...” (2 wds.)
44. Award given to “Game of Thrones” at least 38 times
45. Getting louder, on a musical score (Abbr.)
47. Relative acquired at a wedding (Hyph.)
50. Old dramedy series about a large family (3 wds.)
54. Hockey legend Jaromir ___
55. Calendar page period (2 wds. Abbr.)
56. Cole ___ (common BBQ side)
58. Tennis legend and activist Arthur
59. Retired SeaWorld performer
60. Snake-like swimmers
61. Parcel (out)
62. Southern chef Lewis and novelist Ferber
63. Brunswick ___ (common BBQ side)

DOWN
1. One crying foul?
2. Best card to have in War
3. “King of Pain” band (2 wds.)
4. Cirque du ___ (group whose “Volta” comes to Atlanta this fall)
5. First-aid kit item
6. Units of energy
7. ___ Angeles
8. Heavy burden
9. Former obstacle course game show famous for its “Big Balls”
10. Move with a Hula-Hoop
11. Chocolate-covered snack popular in movie theaters
12. “Much ___ About Nothing”
13. Tavern
18. Sporting tattoos
19. “By Jove!”
22. Fro-Yo chain (Abbr.)
23. Hotel offering
25. Suffix for cigar and kitchen (but not 11-Down!)
26. Letters at the bottom of an invite (Abbr.)
28. What’s found at the end of class?
29. Catches sight of
30. Minimal amount
35. Award for a two-yr. program (2 wds., Abbr.)
37. Tools for some touchscreen users
39. “Golly gee!”
40. ___ intolerance (condition that discourages drinking milk)
41. Menacing
42. “Lemme think about that for a ... hard pass!” (2 wds.)
45. Desist partner
46. Correct way to turn?
48. Shoelace tip
49. Big gambler, in casino-speak
51. How most games are broadcast (2 wds., Abbr.)
52. Diddy’s first name
53. “Easy A” star Stone
54. Awesome song
57. Direction opposite ENE (Abbr.)